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The computational power of 2-way pushdown acceptors with m(~> 1) additional 
counters (called mC-PDA) is investigated. It is shown that given any multitape Turing 
machine M that accepts within time T(n), where n is the input length, one can find 
a 3C-PDA M' such that M and M' accept he same set of inputs and if M accepts an 
input w of length n within time T(n), then M'  accepts wstoring no more than count T(n) 
in any of the counters. For any such Turing machine, one can also find a 2C-PDA 
which accepts the same set within count T(n) 2. 
A number of other results relating the power of 1C-PDA and those of other types 
of acceptors are also obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is one in the series of recent attempts at analyzing the complexity of 
abstract machines and sets of strings (i.e., languages). Although the Turing machine 
has been the predominant model for this purpose, Cook demonstrated in 1969 that by a 
different model one can characterize some known classes of machines and languages 
rather nicely as tape complexity classes of this model [3]. His model, which we shall 
call the Cook acceptor (CA), is a usual 2-way pushdown automaton [7] with a finite 
number of additional work tapes. These work tapes are bounded by a function of 
input length n. His main theorem states that the following three conditions are 
equivalent for a set of strings over a finite alphabet and a function of n, L(n) >~ log n. 
Note that no bound is explicitly placed on the length of the pushdown store. 
* This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada under Grant 
No. A4315. A part of this paper was published at the 11 th IEEE Annual Symposium on Switching 
and Automata Theory [11]. 
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(1) The set is accepted by some deterministic CA using work tapes bounded 
by L(n). 
(2) The set is accepted by some nondeterministic CA using work tapes bounded 
by L(n). 
(3) The set is accepted by a Turing machine within time T(n) = 2 olin) for 
some constant c. 
In this paper we introduce a new class of machines called the eounter-pushdown 
acceptor (C-PDA) whose "tapes" consist of a pushdown tape and one or more counters. 
This model may be considered as a restricted CA and because of this restriction we 
can refine the tape complexity classes of CA. This refinement is desirable because 
any set that is accepted by a Turing machine within time T(n) = n c for some constant 
c belongs to the same tape complexity class (namely, the class defined byL(n) = log n) 
of CA [3] but important programming languages usually require a polynomial time for 
recognition on a Turing machine and for the practical purpose the difference between 
T(n) ---- n 5 and T(n) = n, for example, is rather significant. 
We shall denote a k-tape deterministic Turing acceptor (TA) by 
M = (Q, 27, F, 3, q0, F), 
where O is the set of states of the finite control, Z is the input alphabet, F is the tape 
alphabet, 
3 : O • 27 • F k -~ O • [r' _ {B}]k • D•k • D 1 (l) 
is the transition function, qo is the start state, and F C O is the set of final states. In the 
above definition of 3, B is the blank symbol and Dw and D 1 are subsets of {--1, 0, 1}. 
In addition to the k work tapes, M has the input tape on which resides a read-only 
head. The interpretation f 8 is as usual. More specifically, 
3(q, a, bl, b~ ,..., b~) = (q', bl', b(, .... bk', dl, d~ ..... dk, d,) 
means that, reading the symbol a ~ 27 on the input tape and b~ ~/ '  on the i-th work 
tape in state q, M goes to state q', printing the symbol b i' ~ F on the i-th tape and 
moving the head on the i-th tape (input tape) di(d~) cells to the right (I ~< i ~ k). 
Throughout this paper we fix D 1 to be {--1, 0, 1}, namely, we discuss only 2-way 
acceptors. Note that the head on each work tape must print a nonblank symbol at 
each move, although/" -- {B} may contain a symbol which acts like the "virgin blank" 
B. Both B and such a symbol will be referred to as a "blank" with quotes. 
A nondeterministic TA is obtained by changing the right hand side of (I) to "finite 
subsets of Q x [P - {B}] k • Dw k X D/'.  Nondeterministic TA will be discussed 
only in Section 3. The definitions of a number of restricted TA will be given locally. 
For any deterministic or nondeterministic a ceptor (not necessarily a TA) M, we 
define the acceptance of an input string as follows: An input w is accepted by M iff, 
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receiving w, M halts (i.e., no transition is possible) in some computation i  a final 
state. The set of all inputs that are accepted by M is called the set accepted by M. 
An acceptor M accepts a set S of input strings within some resource (time, tape etc.) 
f (n)  means that for any w ~ S of length n, w is accepted by M in some computation 
using no more than f(n) of the resource in question and no string not in S is accepted 
by M. If the resource in question is tape, then f (n) is the bound on the number of 
the scanned tape cells on any work tape, and if the resource is tape reversal, then f (n) 
is the bound on the sum of the tape reversals on all the tapes except he input tape 
(Cf. Kameda & Vollmar [10]). For the nondeterministic case, in particular, other 
definitions of resource restriction are possible, but the one given above seems most 
reasonable. 
In this paper by a pushdown store we shall mean a right-infinite tape which always 
has a special "bottom symbol" at the left end. The head initially resides on this symbol 
and can read and write, but it does so in such a way that, at any time, the tape segment 
to its right has only "blanks" and the rest of the tape has only "nonblanks". 
A counter is a pushdown store such that there is only one "nonblank" symbol 
(denoted by 1) besides the bottom symbol. When we describe the content of a push- 
down store or a counter, neither the bottom symbol nor "blanks" will be explicitly 
shown. 
In the general definition of a TA given before, if we use one of the work tapes as a 
pushdown store, then we obtain the CA mentioned before. If we replace the regular 
work tape(s) of a CA by counter(s), we get the C-PDA or mC-PDA, where m is the 
number of counters. We assume that whether acounter is empty or not can be detected 
by its head. As is well known, if a machine has 2 counters or one pushdown store and 
one counter, it is as powerful as a Turing machine [4, 12]. The case of interest is where 
a CA or a C-PDA accepts within a restricted resource. With regard to a CA, we discuss 
only tape restriction on the regular tape(s) of the machine. No restriction whatsoever 
is put on the pushdown store. As for a C-PDA the length of the counter(s) is restricted. 
Again no restriction is imposed on the pushdown store. 
We shall assume that the input string to any acceptor that will be discussed in this 
paper is sandwitched by end markers. 
In Section 2 we investigate the power of 2C- and 3C-PDA and show, among other 
things, how to simulate any multitape TA that accepts within time T(n) by a 3C-PDA 
which accepts within length T(n) or by a 2C-PDA which accepts within length T(n) 2. 
In Section 3 various results concerning the power of 2C-PDA, multihead PDA [8], 
and 1-tape TA (with 2-way input tape) are obtained. 
In the following we use the subscript n in order to indicate that the machine in 
question is nondeterministic. For example, CAn means a nondeterministic CA. 
We shall have several occasions to use the projection function ,r~, which is defined by 
~ri(xl , x 2 ,..., x~) = xi for 1 ~ i ~ p. 
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2. POWER OF 2C- AND 3C-PDA 
Cook has used an ingenious method to simulate a TA by a CA [3]. In this section 
we adapt his method to the simulation of a TA by a C-PDA. 
A normalized TA is a 1-tape TA (1-TA for short) whose work tape head moves 
in a systematic manner. The work tape has initially only blank symbols B, with the 
head scanning one of them. The work tape head must first print a nonblank symbol 
and move one cell to the right and then change its direction to the left. From now on 
it moves in the following systematic manner: The head scans the whole nonblank 
segment until it reaches a blank symbol, where it prints a nonblank symbol and 
reverses its direction. Thus at the end (later by convention we consider this as the 
beginning) of each scan, a new nonblank symbol is added to the nonblank portion of the 
work tape. Note that Dw = {--1, 1} for a normalized TA. (See Section 1.) 
Let M ~ (Q, 2~, _N, 5, q0, F) be a normalized TA. The configuration indicator (CI) 
of M is a quintuple (q, b, k, i , j ) ,  where qEQ, b~/ ' ,  1 ~ k ~ n (n = the input 
length), i ~ integer, and j = nonnegative integer. The CI shown above is said to be 
realizable, if[ during the j -t- 1st scan the work tape head finds b on the i-th cell, the 
state being q and the input head scanning the k-th input symbol at that time. The cell 
on which the work tape head was initially placed is named the 0-th cell and the 
number increases to the right and decreases to the left. 
The step count t is initially 0 and in general is the number of steps the TA has made 
in the past. It is easy to see that for a normalized TA, t is a unique function of i and j
of the previous paragraph, i.e., there exists a partial function T such that t ~ ~(i, j). 
The relation between i, j and t is explicitly shown in Table I. Note that the function 
TABLE I 
Step Count Function r(i, j) 
i \  i . . . .  3 --2 --1 0 1 2 3 
0 
2 1 
3 4 5 
9 8 7 6 
10 11 12 13 14 
T is invertible and therefore i andj can be obtained from t as i : tE l ' r - i t  andj : zr2~'-lt, 
respectively, where ~r I and zr~ are projection functions. 
Let CI(t) be the CI at step t and let w ~ ala 2 ... an,  where a~ E 2: for 1 ~ p ~ n, 
be the input string. Consider two CI's, CI(t2) : (q2, b2, ks ,  i2, J2) and CI(tl) : 
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(qx, bl, kl, f i , J l ) ,  where tz ~ ~'(i2 ,J~) > tl = r ( i l , J l ) .  
third CI, (q', b', k', i',.i'), where 
iff 
and 
q' = rrlS(q2 , b2, ak2), 
bt = 'w2~(ql  ~, bl, ak), 
k' = k 2 %- rr48(q2, b2, ak2), 
-r(i',j') = r(i 2 ,J2) q- l, 
These two CI's yield a 
= jx + l, (2) 
/2 - -  i l  - ( -1 )  (3) 
In order to grasp the significance of the yield operation consider the cell on which 
the work tape head will reside at step r(i~ ,J2) + 1. If the conditions (2) and (3) are 
satisfied, then the last time this cell was scanned must have been at step ~-(i 1,J x). 
Therefore CI(z(i~,j2 ) + 1) can be computed from q2, b2 ,ak~,q l ,b l ,  and akl. 
In fact CI(z(i 2 ,J2) + 1) = (q', b', k', i ' , j ' ) .  Thus the simulation can be pushed one 
step further. 
EXAMPLE. CI(7) and CI(4) yield CI(8). See Table I. 
We now want to construct a 3C-PDA which accepts an input iff it is aecepted by a 
given normalized TAM. For this purpose, it suffices to construct a 3C-PDA M' which 
finds all realizable CI's of M one after another. Of course once a CI which represents 
an accepting condition is obtained, M' need not compute any further. For 
t -~ 0, 1, 2 ..... M' computes CI(t) and stores it is its pushdown store P. But at a given 
time, P does not contain all the CI's up to CI(t) but only some of them. More 
specifically, if M' has simulated up to step tr of M, then the content of P will look like 
CI(tr), CI(tr_x),..., CI(t2), CI(tl) 
where the left end corresponds to the bottom of P and t~(1 ~ p ~ r) satisfy 
jr = lr2r-ltr > Jr--1 ~- ~rz~'-ltr-I > "'" > Jl = 7r2r-ltl 9 
Thus at most one CI having a certain "scan number" j is stored in P. If CI(t 2 q- 1) 
can be obtained from the right most two CI's, CI(tz) and CI(tl) , using the yield 
operation, then they are replaced by CI(t 2 + 1). Otherwise M' repeats the entire 
simulation up to some time to (~t l )  such that CI(tl) and CI(to) yield CI(t x + 1). There 
are also situations where CI(t I -]- 1) can be computed solely from CI(tl). (See step (4) 
of the algorithm in the proof of Lemma 1). 
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Note the recursive nature of this process. M' can thus obtain CI(t) for increasingly 
larger t. 
].,EMMA 1. Any normalized TA that accepts within tape L(n) can be simulated by a 
3C-PDA which accepts within length L(n). 
Proof. Let M = (Q, x, -P, 8, q0, F) be any given normalized TA to be simulated. 
Without loss of generality we assume that the leftmost and the rightmost nonblank 
symbols on the work tape are identifiable. We shall construct a 3C-PDA M' which 
simulates M. 
Let P, C1, C~, Cs be the pushdown store and the three counters of M'. For 
t = 0, 1, 2,..., M' computes CI(t) by the following algorithm: 
(1) Store CI(0) = CI(z(0, 0)) = (q0, B, 1, 0, 0) in P. 
(2) If the 2nd entry from the top (right end) of P is CI(1) = CI(~'(1, 1)), then 
do nothing. Otherwise replace CI(0) by CI(1). 
(3) Let CI(tl) be the top entry and let CI(t2) be the 2nd entry from the top of P. 
Test if CI(t~) and CI(tl) yield CI(t~ + 1). If so replace the top two CI's by CI(t 2 + 1). 
Otherwise do nothing. 
(4) Let CI(tl) = (ql, bl, kx, il,/'1) be the top entry of P. If b 1 is an end- 
symbol (see the first paragraph of this proof), then replace CI(tl) by CI(tl + 1). 
Otherwise to noting. Go to (I). 
By induction on t it can be shown that at some time during the computation ofM', 
every and only realizable CI of M appears alone in P. M' accepts the input w, iff the 
top entry of P is a CI of the form (q, b, k, i,j), where 8(q, ae, b) = 0 and q ~F (the 
set of final states of M) [3]. 
If the condition of step (4) is satisfied, then 
CI(t~ + 1) = (zq3(q~, b~, ak~), B, k 1 + rqS(q~, bl, a~x), i x + (--1)h,j~ + 1). 
In order to compute CI(t 1 + 1) and replace CI(tl) by it, M' reads j l  out to C1, i 1 out 
to C2, k 1 into the position of the input head, and b I and ql into the finite control. 
Step (3) involves a few comparisons of numbers not bounded by any constant. 
M' first reads J l ,  /1, and k 1 to C1, C~, and the input head position, respectively. 
b 1 and ql are remembered bythe finite control. In order to test ifj~ = 3"1 + 1 (condition 
(2) of the yield operation), for each 1 read out of P (subtracted from J2), M' adds a 1 
to C s and deletes a 1 from C1. 
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The situation after s l's have been taken out of P is depicted below, where g denotes 
x l's or 1 x, and y is some string over the pushdown alphabet P. 
P : ~'(qs, bs, ks, is, j2 -- s 
q : jx- -S 
C3:~ 
When C I is exhausted (this must occur before j~ is exhausted), M' takes one more 1 
out of P and adds a I to C s . If js is not yet exhausted (i.e., if j2 4= Jl + 1), M' restores 
CI(q). If, on the other hand, Js is exhausted at this point, then i1 and i S are compared 
using P, C1 (now empty) and Ca. Note that C3 still contains J = j l  + 1. If/1 and is 
do not satisfy condition (3) of the yield operation, both CI(ts) and Cl(tl) are restored, 
and otherwise M', after having remembered ak,, reads k s out of P into the position 
of the input head and finds a~,. 
It is now easy for M' to compute CI(ts + 1) and store it in P. Since --L(n)/2 ~ i <~ 
L(n)/2 and 0 <~j <~L(n)-  1 for any realizable CI, (q, b, k, i,j), leading to an 
acceptance, C1, C~, and C 3 need not be longer than L(n). | 
Given a multitape TA which accepts within time T(n), one can construct a 
normalized TA which accepts within tape 2T(n) and hence using "speed up theorem" 
[9] within tape T(n). Thus Lemma 7 implies 
THEOREM 1. Any multitape TA that accepts within time T(n) can be simulated by a 
3C-PDA which accepts within length T(n). 
As is well-known, every context-free language can be recognized by a multitape TA 
within time n 3 [13]. Hence we have 
COROLLARY. Every context-free language is recognizable by a 3C-PDA whose 
counters are bounded by n s. 
We now decrease the number of available counters and turn to the simulation by a 
2C-PDA. Let P, C 1 and C a be the pushdown store and the two counters of a 2C-PDA. 
Consider the triple [(P); (Ca); (C2) ], named storage contents, where (R) denotes the 
content of the "storage" (pushdown store or counter) R at any time during the 
computation. 
We want to simulate a normalized TA as in Lemma 1. But since we now have one 
fewer counter, we cannot afford to store and compare i andj separately. Therefore we 
store r(i,j) instead. Then a 2C-PDA must be able to extract i andj  from ,(i,j) when 
needed. For this purpose we introduce a new parameter 
r = ~(i,j) j( j  + 1) 2 + 1. (4) 
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Intuitively r has the following meaning: For any i and j, t = ~(i,j) is the r-th 
number (counted in the order the numbers increase in the row) in the j-th row of 
Table I. It is easy to see that i, j, and r are related by 
(5) 
where [ ] indicates the integer part of the number inside. Thus if we can extract r
and j from r(i,j), then i can be computed using (5). 
LEMMA 2. Let t = z(i, j), ~, ~ F* (the set of all finite strings over the pushdown 
alphabet F), and # be a special symbol ~ F. A 2C-PDA can, starting with the storage 
contents [7#i; 0; 0], change the contents to [~,#i; g;]], where ~ denotes 1 ~. 
Proof. The computation goes through the following intermediate stages, where 
S 1 ~--Sa means that the storage contents S 2 can be reached from S 1 after some 
computations. 
[~#i; 0; O] ~ b'#; i; i] 
[ r#i#i ;  0; 0] 
w-- [y#i#t  --  (1 + 2 + ... + s); 0; 7] 
w-- [7#i#t  -- j ( j  + 1)/2; 0;j] 
[7#i; f] 
In the above the fact that s = j has been reached can be recognized by attempting 
to subtract s + 1 from t -- s(s + 1)/2, which will fail. C~ is used to undo this unsuc- 
cessful attempt. | 
THEOREM 2. Any normalized TA that accepts within time T(n) can be simulated 
by a 2C-PDA which accepts within length T(n). 
Proof. Instead of the CI we used in the proof of Lemma 1, the simulating machine 
M' makes use of the quintuple (q, b, k, d, ~-(i, j)) where q, b, i, and j have the same 
meanings as before, and d takes two different values, 0 and E, depending on whetherj 
is odd (0) or even (E). One more change is needed to carry out the simulation: Between 
any two quintuples tored in P, 
(q2, b2, ks, ds, ~(is ,Js)) and (q~, b~, ka, d~, z(i~ ,Jl)), 
a triple (i s - - f i ,  d21 ,J2--Jl) is stored, where d21 takes two different values •  
depending on whether i 2 -- fi was on the increase (+1) or not (--1) when the last 
change was made to it. 
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Suppose the storage contents are 
[~'(qs, bs , ks ,  ds , r(is ,Js))(is - -  ia , d21 , is - -  Ja)(ql  , ba , ka , d, , T(i 1 ,ix)); 0; 0] (6) 
M '  has to check if the CI's (qs, bs ' k2,/2,.]'2) and (q l ,  bx, kx,/1,  J l) yield a new CI. 
For this purpose M'  takes out some numbers to C1, C 2 , and its finite control, so that 
the storage contents now look like 
[y(q~ , b2 , ks ,  de, ~-(i~ , j~)){i  s - -  i~ ; ~-(i~ ,Jx); Js --ix], 
k 1 is remembered in the position of the input head, and dl,  bl, ql ,  dal are remembered 
in the finite control. The two conditions of the yield operation (2, 3) can now easily 
be checked. If they are not satisfied, the previous contents (6) are restored. Otherwise 
akl is remembered by the finite control and ~'(il ,Jx), J2 -  Jl, and i s - - i  1 are all 
discarded from C1, Cs, and P, respectively, so that the storage contents now are 
[v'(i3 - - /2 ,  dz2 ,J3 -- A)(q2, b2, ks ,  d2, r(i~, Js)); 0; 0], 
where y = ~,'(i 3 -- is, d32, j3 - - is ) .  (The special case y = X (the bottom symbol) 
is left to the reader.) M'  stores ~'(is ,is) in C 1 and k z in the position of the input head. 
Now it is easy to compute the quintuple (q', b', k', d', ~'(i', j ')), where 
r( i ' , j ' )  = r(i 2 ,Js) + 1 and (q', b', k', i ' , j ' )  = CI(~-(i 2 ,A) q- 1) 
and update the triple (i  3 -- i2, d32, Js -- J2). The storage contents are now changed to 
[~"(is - -  i', d~z , i s  - -  J ' ) (q ' ,  b', k', d', ~-(i',j')); 0; 0]. 
M'  tests further if the new top two quintuples can be combined using the yield 
operation. If so the above procedure is repeated. Otherwise M'  extracts i' andj '  from 
r( i ' , j ' )  to prepare for the simulation of M from the start (see the proof of Lemma). 
Note that the triple (i ' ,  sgn(i'), j ') 1 must be written on top of P, because this is the 
right triple to be put between (q', b', k', d', ~-(i',j')) and the initial quintuple 
(qo, B, 1, E, 0). 
Let ?"r(i', j ' ) )  be the present content of P, t' be z( i ' , j ' )  and r' be the parameter 
i sgn(x) = + 1 for x ~> 1 and -- 1 for x ~< 0. We assume by convention that the head position 
i=  la t t= --1. 
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defined by (4) above for i' andj'. We show some intermediate storage contents of M' 
during the computation needed to obtain the last storage contents below. 
[y"i'); 0; 0] ~- [y"i'#i'; 0; 0] (See the proof of Lemma 2) 
[7"i'#i'; ~';j'] (Lemma 2) 
~-  [7" i '#~'  ; i'; 0] 
[ / i ' ;  i'; i'] 
b,"i')(i'#~'; 0; 0] 
~- [7"i')(i'#i'; V;f]  (Lemma 2) 
~-- [y"i')(i', sgn(i'),f) 0; 0] I 
COROLLARY. Any multitape TA that accepts within time T(n) can be simulated 
by a 2C-PDA which accepts within length T(n) ~. 
Proof. It is easy to see that any k-tape TA that accepts within time T(n) can be 
simulated by a normalized TA which accepts within time T(n) 2. The work tape of the 
normalized TA has k tracks [9, p. 85]. The rest follows from Theorem 2. I 
3. POWER OV 1C-PDA AND h-HEAD PDA 
The multihead PDA was introduced by Harrison and Ibarra [8] and it has been 
shown by Cook that the nondeterministic and deterministic versions have the same 
accepting power [3]. But the following question is still open: Given an arbitrary 
h-head PDAn, what is an upper bound on h' such that he given PDAn can be simulated 
by an h'-head PDA ? Before investigating this problem, we establish a relation between 
the powers of 1C-PDA and h-head PDA. We start with the following lemma which 
can be proved using a standard coding technique [5]. 
LEMMA 4. Any 1-TA(I-TAn) that accepts within tape L(n) can be simulated by 
a 1C-PDA (1C-PDAn) which accepts within [ F [L(n), where [ F] is the size of the work 
tape alphabet F of the given 1-TA(1-TAn). 
THEOREM 3. Any h-head PDA(PDAn) can be simulated by a 1C-PDA(1C-PDAn) 
which accepts within length n n-1 and vice versa. 
Proof. We prove the theorem only for the deterministic case. The nondeterministic 
case can be similarly proved. We shall construct a 1C-PDA M' which simulates a given 
h-head PDA Mwith input w = ala 2 ... an 9 Mhas a pushdown tape P and a counter C. 
Let pi, 0 ~ i ~ h -- 1, be the positions of the h heads of M. Of course 1 ~ Pi ~ n 
for each i. The simulation of each move of M starts with the "clean" situation where 
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the ffi (the unary representation f Pi) are stored at the top of P with the separating 
markers # and C is empty, i.e., with the storage contents 
[(P); (C)] ---- [TZ#fio#fia# ... #fib-1 ; 0], 
where Z ~/" (pushdown alphabet of M), ~, ~/'*, and ~,Z is the content of the push- 
down tape of M. If M selects the k-th head [8], then M' takes fik+l ,..., fih-a out of P 
and stores _N, where 
h-k -1  
N = ~ pi+kn i-t 
i=1 
in C, ~ so that Pk appears at the top of P. Now a~ is accessed by converting Pk into the 
position of the input head of M'. After restoring Pk back to the top of P, M' take 
/~k ,..., P-1 out of P and stores E~t  1 pin i-1 in C. 
Now P0, which appears at the top of P, is recorded as the position of the input 
head, so that the top symbol of the pushdown tape of M, i.e., Z, is available. The 
move is determined by a~k, Z, and the present state of M, which has been kept in the 
finite control of M'. It is easy for M' to recover the "clean" situation with the updated 
yZ and fik 9 Note that if n > 1, then 
N ~ n + n 2 + ... + n h-1 ~ 2n h-a. 
Thus the counter can be bounded by n h-1 [6]. 
To simulate any I C-PDA whose counter is bounded by n h-1 by an h-head PDA 
is quite easy. | 
The following theorem follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. For any integer h ~ 2, any 1-TA(1-TAn) that accepts within tape 
loglr In h-1 can be simulated by an h-head PDA(PDAn). 
If [ F[  ~ 2 4-1 or h = 1, then the following theorem, which is a straightforward 
generalization of a result by Aho et al. [2], gives a more efficient simulation for the 
nondeterministic case. 
THEOREM 6. For any integer h >/ 1, any 1-TAn that accepts within tape logzlrl n n 
can be simulated by an h-head PDAn. 
LEMMA 4. For any two positive integers k and m, any mC-PDA whose counters are 
bounded by n k can be simulated by a 1 C-PDA whose counters are bounded by n kin, and 
conversely. 
Proof. First simulate ach of the m counters by k heads (cf. Theorem 3). Then 
2 We assume n > I. The case n < 1 is trivial. 
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simulate the km-head PDA thus obtained by a 1 C-PDA (Theorem 3). The converse 
is easy. | 
THEOREM 6. Any h-head PDAn can be simulated by a (12h + l)-head PDA. 
Proof. Using the method of Aho et al. [1] first construct a TA  that recognizes 
the set accepted by a given h-head PDAn within time n 4h. Apply then Theorems 1 & 5 
and Lemma 4 to complete the proof. II 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
One is naturally interested in knowing whether the converses of the Theorem 1 
and the corollary to Theorem 2 are true. The best we can state at present is the 
following: Any mC-PDA(m >/ i )  that accepts within length L(n) can be simulated by 
a TA  which accepts within time L(n) c for some constant c. This follows immediately 
from a result in [3]. 
Finally we remark that it can be shown that several results about counter machines 
[6] are also valid for C-PDA's. 
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